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Iron hydrides attract significant interest as candidates for the main constituents of the Earth′s
core in geophysics and planetary science. However, their basic physical properties are still not well
known. Here, we combined high pressure transport, synchrotron radiation Mössbauer and Fe Kβ x-
ray emission spectroscopy measurements on ε’-FeH to map out the detailed magnetic phase diagram
of this hydride phase of iron. In contrast to our original expectations, we found two magnetic phase
transitions at high pressure due to two inequivalent iron sites existing in ε’-FeH structure. Our
results account for the previous large pressure difference on the loss of ferromagnetism between
experiment and theoretical calculations. The discovery of unexpected complex magnetic phase
diagram in ε’-FeH has implications to better understanding of the magnetic and physical properties
of the iron-hydrogen compounds, important for the conditions of planetary interiors.

PACS numbers:

It is believed that the core of our planet is mainly com-
posed of iron-rich alloy with dissolution of one or more
lighter elements1–3. Hydrogen has been proposed as a
possible major light element in the earth core4–6 because
iron hydride (FeHx) can be formed by the reaction be-
tween iron and water under high pressures, however, the
exact composition is still uncertain. Thus, detailed inves-
tigation of iron hydrides would have significant implica-
tions for our understanding of the physics and chemistry
of the earth’s core.
The ferromagnetic α-iron(bcc structure) looses its

magnetism under pressure around 13 GPa, concomi-
tant with the structural transition to hcp structure (ε-
iron)7. Meanwhile, superconductivity below 2 K was
detected in the non-magnetic ε-iron phase8. The dhcp
ε’-FeH can be synthesized from the reaction of Fe and
fluid H2 at high pressures above 3∼4 GPa at ambient
temperature9. Hydrogenation of iron modifies consider-
ably its crystal structure, electric resistivity and magnetic
properties10,11. The ε’-FeH phase exhibits ferromagnetic
properties, in contrast to the nonmagnetic high pressure
phase of ε-Fe. Previous room-temperature synchrotron
Mössbauer spectroscopy suggests ε’-FeH would lose its
ferromagnetism above 22∼30GPa12, which is much lower
than the theoretical calculation13. However, low tem-
perature experiments are still missing to tracing the
superconductivity and mapping out the detailed mag-
netic phase diagram. The ε’-FeH is stable at least up
to 80 GPa, and compression behavior shows anomaly
at 30 to 50 GPa14. However, whether such anoma-
lies are related to the changes in magnetic properties is
still unknown. Thus, detailed investigation of magnetic
properties of ε’-FeH might be crucial to understand its

high pressure anomalies. Here, we combined the low-
temperature transport, synchrotron Mössbauer and Fe
Kβ x-ray emission spectroscopy(XES) measurements to
study in detail the magnetic properties of ε’-FeH. To our
surprise, the magnetism did not completely disappear at
low-temperatures as reported in previous ambient tem-
perature results. The relative weights of ordered mag-
netic moments are decreasing sharply around 26 GPa
and 43 GPa. These two anomalies are consistent with
the structural anomaly observed in the previous work14.
In addition, XES result also shows anomaly above 43
GPa, which indicates the change of iron’s local magnetic
properties in the course of the second magnetic phase
transition. Our results indicate that the ε’-FeH exhibits
much more complex magnetic phase diagram due to the
presence of two inequivalent iron sites. These results may
have further implication to the understanding the phys-
ical properties of this iron hydride in the planetary inte-
riors.
ε’-FeH samples were prepared by directly loading hy-

drogen and Fe in the Diamond anvil cell. We conducted
the electrical transport measurements under pressure by
using the miniature diamond anvil cell15. Diamond anvil
with 300 µm culet and c-BN gasket with sample cham-
bers of diameter 90 µm were used for the transport mea-
surement. The longitudinal and Hall resistance were
measured using the Quantum Design PPMS-9 equip-
ment. Synchrotron Mössbauer spectroscopy measure-
ments were performed at 3-IDB at the Advanced Photon
Source. A gas membrane-driven miniature panoramic
diamond anvil cell and specially designed flow cryostat
was used16,17. The spectra were fitted by using the
CONUSS software18. Diamond anvils with 160 µm culet
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FIG. 1: (color online). The crystal structures of ε-iron (a)
and ε’-FeH (b). The two crystallographically inequivalent iron
sites are labeled as Fe1 and Fe2, respectively
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FIG. 2: (color online). The temperature dependence of the
resistance for ε’-FeH under various pressures. (a) The resis-
tance increases steeply after the reaction of iron with hydro-
gen above 4 GPa, and then it increases continuously with in-
creasing pressure. (b) The resistance starts to decrease above
25 GPa, which is due to the magnetic transition. All the resis-
tance curves show metallic behavior and no superconductivity
is detected down to 2 K.

and Be gasket were used for the x-ray emission spec-
troscopy(XES) measurement. The room-temperature
XES measurements were performed at 16-IDD of the
High-Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at
the Advanced Photon Source.
The ε’-FeH structure has ABAC stacking of Fe trian-

gular layers with hydrogen occupying octahedral inter-
stitial positions as shown in the Figure 1. In the ε’-
FeH, there are two crystallographically inequivalent iron
sites 2a(Fe2, (0, 0, 0)) and 2c(Fe1, (1/3, 2/3, 1/4)) in
the Wyckoff representation. The two inequivalent iron
sites would result in two magnetic six-line patterns in
the Mössbauer experiment19,20.
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FIG. 3: (color online). (a) The anomalous Hall effect as
measured at 300 K, which confirms the ferromagnetism in
ε’-FeH. (b) The anomalous Hall resistivity ρ

AH rapidly de-
creases around 25 GPa, which is consistent with the loss of
ferromagnetism found previously12.

We performed the measurements of the temperature
dependence of the resistance under various pressures as
shown in the Figure 2. Below 4 GPa, the resistance
of iron shows metallic behavior. At high pressure, iron
would react with hydrogen and form ε’-FeH. The resis-
tance increases after the reaction as previously reported
in Ref.11. The resistance continuously increases with
increasing pressure up to 25 GPa.The resistance starts
gradually decrease above 25 GPa. The reduction of the
resistance might be due to the sudden loss of the ferro-
magnetism in the ε’-FeH above 25 GPa. The resistance
exhibits metallic behavior and no superconductivity was
discovered down to 2 K at pressures up to 40 GPa.
We also performed the Hall measurements at 300 K

under various pressures as shown in the Fig.3 (a). The
giant anomalous Hall effect confirms the ferromagnetism
in the ε’-FeH. We can obtain the anomalous Hall resistiv-
ity ρAH by extrapolating the linear Hall resistivity part
at high magnetic field. The maximum value of the ρAH

is about one order of magnitude larger than in pure iron.
The anomalous ρAH rapidly decreases around 25 GPa,
and resistance also starts to decrease above that pressure.
These results are consistent with the loss of ferromag-
netism at high pressures. However, ρAH does not reach
zero above 25 GPa, which indicates that the magnetism
is not completely suppressed at high pressure. This find-
ing brings up more complicated magnetic phase diagram
than previously thought.
In order to investigate the magnetic properties un-

der high pressure, we performed low-temperature syn-
chrotron Mössbauer measurement at high pressure. We
show Mössbauer spectra under different pressures and
temperatures in the Figure 4. The magnetic low pres-
sure phase can be fitted by assuming two magnetic Fe
sites accompanied with small portion of nonmagnetic Fe
site(<5%), which may be related to the unreacted non-
magnetic hcp iron. At 300 K, the rapid oscillations re-
lated to the ordered magnetic moments suddenly disap-
pear above 26 GPa, which is consistent with the previous
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FIG. 4: (color online). (a)-(d) The high pressure synchrotron Mössbauer measurements of ε’-FeH under various temperatures.
The red lines are the fits. (e)-(h) The hyperfine magnetic fields at the Fe1 and the Fe2 sites are obtained from the fits. At all
temperatures, the hyperfine magnetic fields drop above 26 GPa, however, the value of the hyperfine field at the Fe1 site stays
at 15∼20 T below 200 K indicating the remaining magnetism at high pressure. The black and red lines are guide for the eye.

results12. However, with decreasing temperature, the os-
cillations persists to much higher pressures. The spectra
at higher pressures can be fitted by invoking one or two
magnetic Fe sites, and one nonmagnetic site. The two
different magnetic Fe sites are due to the two inequiv-
alent iron sites in the dhcp phase. We can obtain the
magnetic hyperfine fields of both the two magnetic Fe
sites from the fits. From previous Mössbauer results, the
hyperfine field of the Fe1 site is slightly larger than on
the Fe2 site19,20, thus, we attribute the larger hyperfine
field to the Fe1 site in all the fits. The hyperfine fields
of both the Fe1 and Fe2 sites show sudden decrease at
pressure above 26 GPa. These results are consistent with
the loss of ferromagnetism above 26 GPa. However, the
hyperfine field of the Fe1 site only drops to ∼20 T and
gradually decreases with increasing pressure at low tem-
perature. These results indicate that the Fe1 and the Fe2
sites show completely different magnetic phase diagrams
although their original hyperfine fields are only slightly
different.

We can also obtain the weight of ordered moments
from the fitting results as shown in the Figure 5. The or-
dered magnetic part of the Fe1 and the Fe2 sites decreases
to 30∼40% above 26 GPa. Above 43 GPa, the weight of
ordered moments shows another sudden decrease at low
temperature. Above 43 GPa, a small portion of ordered
moments is still left (∼4%) at low temperature and is
gradually suppressed with increasing pressure. We can
conclude that the first sudden reduction of the ordered
moments is mainly related to the loss of magnetism at
the Fe2 site. The second sudden decrease above 43 GPa
is related to the Fe1 site. In order to extract more in-
formation on magnetic properties of ε’-FeH under pres-
sure, we performed high pressure Fe Kβ XES measure-
ments up to 1 Mbar to probe directly the total local spin
properties related to the local magnetic moments. In
order to quantitatively derive the total local moments
pressure dependence from the Kβ line, we used the inte-
grated intensity of the difference spectra around the satel-
lite peak as described in the supplemental material21(see,
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FIG. 5: (color online). The magnetic phase diagram of
ε’-FeH. The weight of ordered moments shows two sharp
changes around 26 and 43 GPa, which are related to the two
magnetic phase transitions. The deduced difference inten-
sity from the x-ray emission spectroscopy measurements also
shows anomaly around 43 GPa, which indicates that the local
magnetic moments are changed in the course of the magnetic
phase transition.

also, references22,23therein). The derived portion of the
satellite intensity should proportional to the total local
magnetic moment in the material.
Unlike the magnetic transition from the α-iron to the

ε-Fe, when the magnetic moment decreases to zero24, the
integrated difference of normalized spectra of ε’-FeH does
not show any significant anomaly around 26 GPa, which
indicates that the local magnetic moment is not quenched
at the first magnetic transition. Around second magnetic
transition, the XES shows anomaly, which indicates that
the local magnetic moment changes sharply at the second
magnetic transition. Below 43 GPa, the local magnetic
moment decreases rapidly with increasing pressure, how-
ever, it still has some remaining value at higher pressure
and may be even sustained above 100 GPa.
Our results indicate that the magnetic phase diagram

in ε’-FeH is much more complex than previously thought.
There are at least two magnetic phase transitions at high
pressure due to the two inequivalent iron sites. The first
magnetic transition is related to the loss of the ferromag-
netism at the Fe2 site and slight decrease of the hyper-
fine field at the Fe1 site. The second magnetic transition
above 43 GPa is related to the loss of magnetic order
at the Fe1 site. The remaining small portion of ordered
magnetic moments at higher pressure may be related to
the disorder in the sample, e. g. due to the presence
of stacking faults in the dhcp iron lattice20. The dis-
covery of the two magnetic transitions is consistent with
the anomalous compression behavior in the range from
30 to 50 GPa14. The second magnetic transition ex-

plains also the change of the sound velocity slope above
40 GPa in the previous inelastic nuclear resonance x-ray
scattering study12. From the XES experiment, the local
magnetic moment is gradually suppressed with increas-
ing pressure. However, unlike the sudden loss of local
moments in the compressed Fe, the ε’-FeH still has re-
maining local magnetic moment above 43 GPa, although
the magnetic ordering is almost suppressed at these pres-
sures. Our results clearly indicate that the ε’-FeH sus-
tains magnetic ordering and the local magnetic moments
in a much broader pressure range than previously ex-
pected. Such behavior maybe strongly correlated with
its particular crystal structure. As we know, the cores of
many planets and satellite bodies contain large quanti-
ties of iron, including Earth and Moon. The satellites of
Jupiter and Saturn also contain large amounts of water,
which could be a source of hydrogen for formation of iron
hydride. Since hydrogen is the most abundant element in
the Universe, ε’-FeH may form in interiors of many plan-
etary bodies in our Solar system and across the Universe.
Our results of the unexpected magnetic properties of ε’-
FeH may have important implication to understanding
the origins and variation of the magnetic fields and mag-
netic anomalies in the planetary bodies having no liquid
core to sustain the magnetic dynamo effects. Since we
expect that the major form of Fe in gas and icy giant
planets is in various hydride phases, FeH may be present
in massive eruptions during volcanic activity in the at-
mospheres of such planets, and may thus be responsible
for some of the observed magnetic anomalies in such seis-
mically active zones.
In conclusion, we have mapped out the detailed mag-

netic phase diagram of the ε’-FeH. Unexpectedly, we find
two magnetic phase transitions. This behavior is due to
the existence of the two inequivalent iron sites, which
loose their magnetic ordering at different pressures. Our
results account for the large difference in the predicted
and observed magnetic collapse pressures between exper-
iment and theoretical calculations. These results may
have important implications for understanding of the
magnetic and physical properties of planetary interiors
and magnetic anomalies in gas and icy planets.
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